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1.
Business Context
Labels are an integral part of any product delivery. Labels provide the branding, promotion, 
information on usage, safety, contact, other compliance and regulatory content.  
Packaging products in many industries like pharmaceuticals, healthcare devices, chemicals,  
food, etc., are heavily regulated. Any issue with the labels can bring about compliance, financial 
and reputation risks for the manufacturers making managing labels a critical task. These labels can 
have a wide variety ranging from small and simple black-on-white background labels to packaging 
labels with rich and complex content to multipage instructions for use. 

Label management involves creating, managing and printing labels. There are organizations 
that specialize in managing labels for their end clients. They adopt specialized processes and 
proprietary systems to manage and print labels as per their customers’ requirements.

2.
The Business Challenge:  
Need for Cognitive Automation 
Label migration is an important process of label management. This usually happens when the 
label management company is tasked with managing the existing labels of the client organization. 
In the process, the existing label designs are acquired and onboarded on the proprietary label 
management system. This involves identifying the assets on each of the labels (text phrases, 
images, barcodes, etc.), creating an inventory of these assets and templatizing the common label 
formats. Due to the proprietary nature of the label management systems, the digitized templates 
need to be in their specific formats. Usually, the templates are created using Extensible Markup 
Language (XML), which has information about the type and location of the various assets on the label 
and their formatting information. Template generation has been traditionally done manually, with a 
specialist taking out all the information from the existing label images and codifying them in XML  
on a platform. This makes it a very effort-intensive, operationally costly and difficult to scale process.  
A skilled specialist can take anywhere between a few hours to a couple of days to create a template 
depending on the complexity of the label. 

An automation solution will help in reducing the effort and the cost of operations as well as 
reducing the lead time for template generation, thus providing faster time to market. Given the 
unstructured nature of the labels as well as the high variety, any rule/logic-based automation will 
not be applicable. The automation requires cognitive components which can make sense of the 
unstructured documents and give the information in them a standardized structure that can be 
translated to the required XML code. 
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3.
The Solution Approach
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Customer

Mphasis has configured the DeepInsights™ platform to identify the assets in the labels and 
create the assets inventory. The platform is of modular nature, with modules performing specific 
functionalities and orchestrated by a workflow to achieve the task. Along with the asset inventory 
creation, the modules also bring in additional capabilities which gather other metadata about the 
assets. The “Template Generator” was designed to use these metadata to collect the information 
required to generate the templates.  

To develop an XML template for a single label, a data frame (called Assets Sheet) was created that 
had all the necessary asset information. This Asset Sheet has one row and a column for each asset 
needed for XML. Assets are classified into three high-level categories: text, image and barcode. 
There are further two types of assets in the Text category: Special Text (text in larger than normal 
font size) and Content (text in normal font size). All four border box points encircling the asset, font 
information (for text category), and asset ID are required (unique for each asset within a single label).

The Workflow
Three distinct approaches were adopted, one for each asset type, and created specific 
containerized cognitive automation modules for each asset category. The container automation 
modules were deployed as a service on the workflow, called in a loop, according to asset 
categorization. A final script combines all the information to generate the root XML element 
concatenated with all the module XML containers.

A label has multiple assets, and these assets can be classified into the following categories: Special 
Text, Content, Image and Barcode. The idea is to capture all the assets that are available in a label 
and tag it with unique IDs under each category. In addition to capturing the location of the assets, 
we also snip out the assets and store them in a repository for future reference.
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4.

Capturing the Assets and their Attributes 
Specific strategies/approaches were adopted for identification, collecting metadata and classification 
of the Text, Image and Barcode Assets.

Text Content
The Template Generator ingests labels in the form of digital PDF and scanned PDF files, and we 
employed two separate methodologies for these two file types. We used python based opensource 
packages to extract text from digital PDF files. The scanned PDF files are converted into PNG files 
and processed using Google Vision API to extract text from images, along with paragraph and line 
attributes. The letters were merged to form words, and words to form lines. Using bounding box  
coordinates, the text height for each line was estimated and lines with comparable text heights inside 
were grouped to recreate paragraphs. These groupings were termed text zones and categorized into 
known and unknown fields. Likewise, text zones in Digital PDF files were also categorized.

Barcodes

To better understand barcode identification processors, it can be divided into two major categories: 
Training and Prediction. Data for 1-D barcodes, 2-D barcodes and images with no barcodes were 
collected for training. Following data collection, a multi-label image classification model was trained 
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using PyTorch. It uses a combination of OpenCV, custom-trained PyTorch-based Deep Learning 
models and an open source barcode decoder for inference. For each batch of labels, first boundary 
boxes around assets were generated in a label image using OpenCV-based dilation and erosion 
algorithms with a custom kernel. Further, the images were processed using OpenCV.

Next, the snipped images were filtered within the boundary boxes based on the area threshold  
and passed to the image classification model for classifying into a 1-D barcode, 2-D barcode or  
no barcode. The barcode decoder was used to avoid false positives as the predicted barcodes  
were passed through it. The decoder also decodes barcode information and barcode type  
(EAN, data-matrix, etc.)

Images
There are a series of steps that takes place to identify images in a label. First, the non-image 
attributes in a label is identified, the respective coordinates are obtained and then masked using the 
background color of the label. This way, the dieline, text and barcodes are masked leaving behind 
only image assets. We pass this label having only the images into the image identification modules. 
Two approaches are used for image identification. First, the labels pass through an image matching 
module. The image matching module is based on feature point detection and description algorithm 
with scale invariance and rotation invariance. This requires an image reference library. If the image 
reference library is not available, or not all images on the label are matched, then an image detection 
module is executed. The image detection module uses a KNN classifier and PyTorch-based models 
to detect and classify the image assets.

5.

Generating the XML Template 
A python script gathers the data from the modules explained before and inserts them into the XML 
tree to generate the XML-based template code. The XML template contains information about all 
the attributes in a document including the font type, style, etc.
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Template

Barcode1

XML Output

Text2

Text1 Logo1

Logo2

<Asset>
    <AssetName>Text1</AssetName>
    <AssetObjectType>Content</AssetObjectType>
    <AssetFontFamily>Arial</AssetFontFamily>
    <AssetFontSize>12</AssetFontSize>
    <BoundaryBox x= “100” y= “200” w= “50” h= “50”/>
</Asset>
<Asset>
    <AssetName>Text2</AssetName>
    <AssetObjectType>Spl_text</AssetObjectType>
    <AssetFontFamily>Arial</AssetFontFamily>
    <AssetFontSize>20</AssetFontSize>
    <BoundaryBox x= “100” y= “400” w= “100” h= “50”/>
</Asset>
<Asset>
    <AssetName>Logo1</AssetName>
    <AssetObjectType>Image</AssetObjectType>
    <BoundaryBox x= “300” y= “200” w= “50” h= “50”/>
</Asset>
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To generate the XML template, the data frame “Assets Sheet” provides all the metadata, i.e.,  
asset IDs for all the assets (barcodes, images, special text and content), their boundary box 
coordinates and other formatting information such as font size, orientation, etc., captured from 
various modules to the script. Each asset has a custom tag associated with it to identify it as a 
particular type of asset. The script then places them in their respective containers before appending 
to root XML element. The output of the script is the Label Template in the XML format which can 
now be imported into the Label Management Platform.

6.

Way Forward
The DeepInsights™ Label Template generator is one of its kind cognitive automation solution for a 
traditionally high-skill, high-effort task. This proof of concept demonstrates the possibilities of using 
advanced cognition, Machine Learning, natural language processing and image analytics to convert 
a highly unstructured data like a label to a very structured code. With the established technology 
and solution approach, Mphasis is working on the following steps.

1. Adding enhancements to the solution for processing more complex labels and more granular   
 classification of the assets.

2. Capturing more metadata from the label assets like font sizes, color information, etc. 

3. Converting the solution to an API-based web service that can be integrated with the label   
 migration/management platform.

4. SaaSification of the solution allows it to be available for consumption by the label management  
 companies while Mphasis maintains and supports the solution.
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